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Describe the problem you want to solve.Describe the problem you want to solve.

When people listen to music they want to wear comfy headphones so they 
listen in comfort. Well….they really need something warm if they live up North.  
They want something warm during winter. Also, they want something that 
really blocks out all the other noise.  So get IMUFFS! Listen to music while 
being warm and comfy. You can go anywhere cold with IMUFFS without being 
bothered by outside noise! 



Solutions to the Problem:Solutions to the Problem:

Possible Solutions to People Being 
Cold and Distracted by Outside Noise 
While Listening to Music: 

*Put your coat hood over your head.
*Ignore the problem
*Wear earmuffs, which would be 
more comfortable. 



Draw pictures and diagrams to show Draw pictures and diagrams to show 
your invention and how it might work.your invention and how it might work.



1.1. STEPSSTEPS
First, you get a pair of headphones.First, you get a pair of headphones.

2. You get two fluffy pads2. You get two fluffy pads

3. Then you hot3. Then you hot--glue the fluffy pads to the glue the fluffy pads to the 
headphones.headphones.

4. You plug the headphones into your I4. You plug the headphones into your I--pod and pod and 
enjoy.enjoy.

Build your prototype. Write down each step so 
that you will remember exactly how you built your 
model.



Perform some experiments to find out Perform some experiments to find out 
how well yourhow well your

prototype works. Write down the prototype works. Write down the 
results of each test.results of each test.



How can you improve your prototype?How can you improve your prototype?

I could make it warmer by putting 2 more fluffy I could make it warmer by putting 2 more fluffy 
pads on top of the other two.pads on top of the other two.



Why would people want to buy it?Why would people want to buy it?

They want to listen to music ,but also keep warm They want to listen to music ,but also keep warm 
and comfy. So get imuffs to keep warm and comfy and comfy. So get imuffs to keep warm and comfy 

while listening to music. ./while listening to music. ./


